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SCALEX INNOVATION: YOUR AI PARTNER FOR GROWTH

We Transform Your Business

WE OPTIMIZE YOUR TIME
WE SAVE YOUR MONEY

WE ENHANCE YOUR BUSINESS EFFICIENCY



About
Company

ScaleX Innovation is your partner in digital

transformation.  We specialize in developing and

integrating cutting-edge Generative AI and Large

Language Model solutions. Our goal is to

optimize your business processes, unlock new

efficiencies, and drive data-driven decision-

making.
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Vision
WE SHAPE THE FUTURE OF BUSINESS WITH GENERATIVE AI 

To lead the Generative AI revolution, empowering businesses

to break boundaries and reshape their industries.
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CLIENT-CENTRIC TRANSFORMATION



Mission
WE TRANSFORM BUSINESSES WITH AI

To pioneer cutting-edge Generative AI solutions that

adapt to diverse industry needs, enabling businesses

to achieve unprecedented levels of efficiency and

innovation.
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Our Team
The ScaleX team, with proven expertise in

Generative AI and Large Language Models,

drives innovation in various sectors, leveraging

technology for impactful solutions and digital

transformation.

Our team includes +50 experts and consultants

of different skills and backgrounds.
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Our Services
ScaleX Innovation leverages Generative AI and LLMs

to enhance operational efficiency across Healthcare,

Human Resources, Hiring, Education, Legal, and

Financial, among other sectors, driving

transformative digital solutions.
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S E R V I C E S

HEALTHCARE SECTOR
ScaleX Innovation's healthcare services leverage Generative AI to
streamline insurance processes, enhance medical reporting, and
improve overall patient experiences, setting new standards for
healthcare efficiency and effectiveness.

Insurance Request Validation

AI accelerates and ensures insurance
validation efficiency for reducing rejection rate

DoctorGPT Chatbot

AI-Powered DoctorGPT:
Revolutionizing Medical Consultations

Medical Report Editing

Enhancing Precision in Medical
Reporting with AI

Enhanced Patient Experience 

Revolutionizing healthcare: AI boosts
efficiency, satisfaction, and overall patient
care.



S E R V I C E S

EDUCATION SECTOR
ScaleX Innovation transforms the education sector by streamlining
curriculum design, enhancing accreditation processes, and fostering
digital transformation through AI-driven solutions.

Course Sullabus Design

AI-enhanced efficiency in educational syllabus
creation and curriculum optimization.

Student Advising

Personalized guidance and support for
students, optimizing academic and career
pathways.

Alignment with Accreditation Standards

AI ensures curriculum aligns with accreditation
standards for educational excellence.

Exam Grading

Automated, unbiased grading of exams,
enhancing accuracy and efficiency in
educational assessment.



S E R V I C E S

CV-Job Matching

AI-enhanced efficiency in job matching and CV
optimization for targeted career opportunities.

 CV Customization for Job Offers 

AI-driven CV customization tailored to specific
job offers.

 Interview Question Generation

Automated question generation for CV analysis and
job interview preparation using AI.

CV-Job Data Extraction

AI-facilitated extraction of key information
from resumes and job descriptions for
streamlined matching.

AI-POWERED HIRING
AI-powered hiring: Streamlining recruitment through intelligent
candidate matching and process automation.

https://urjob.ai

https://www.reviewanything.ai/


S E R V I C E S

Harness expert and AI insights for rigorous,
discipline-specific document assessments,
enhancing quality and scholarly standards.

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
ScaleX Innovation revolutionizes academic reviews with AI, enhancing
precision, speed, and fairness for journal acceptance and research
excellence.

https://www.reviewanything.ai

AI-Powered Reviews

Revolutionize document reviews with AI-driven
precision, ensuring unmatched clarity and
integrity in academic and professional writing.

Expertise Unleashed

Automated Insights

Automatically generated insights help improve
the quality and integrity of your documents.

Beyond Proofreading Mastery

A single platform going beyond proofreading and
paraphrasing to provide comprehensive analysis,
rewriting, and refinement for sophisticated
academic excellence.

https://www.reviewanything.ai/


S E R V I C E S

This service transforms user interactions, offering a
versatile platform for responsive, intelligent dialogue
across various needs, mimicking human-like exchanges.

GENERATIVE AI CHATBOTS
ScaleX Innovation transforms customer engagement in various sectors
with its Generative AI Chatbot, elevating interaction quality,
responsiveness, and understanding to new heights, far beyond the
capabilities of traditional chatbots.

Dynamic AI Engagement

ScaleX's Generative AI Chatbot redefines
interactions with dynamic, context-aware, and
personalized conversational capabilities.

AI-Enhanced Communication

Automated, Insightful Interactions

Chatbots enhance dialogue quality and
decision-making with sophisticated AI insights.

Beyond Traditional Chatbots

Our platform redefines chatbot interactions with deep
analysis, learning, and nuanced conversations, setting
new intelligence and engagement standards.



THANK YOU
scalexi.ai

+33 6 85 53 01 20

info@scalexi.ai

Paris - France
Tunis - Tunisia


